
SeBe 7.0
Healthy Body, Healthy Mind, Healthy Research

OBJECTIVES
The  Semantic  Beer  workshop  is  a  premium  venue  for  high  quality  peer-reviewed  research  on 
beernovation, savouring, applied brewing and tapping technologies. It is concerned with all aspects of 
modern beer data (both linked and big) universum research including beertology learning, parallel and/or 
distributed beer ingestion, taste classification, breweries knowledge base maintenance. The workshop’s 
aim is to reinforce the Semantic Beer paradigm and to bring value to everyday life by advancing in areas 
of recommendation (of beer), personalized navigation (to pubs), technology enhanced learning (of new 
tastes and brands) and intelligent search (for appropriate mug).

Today, we are witnessing an increased concern for the future of young researchers. A particular problem,  
which  emerges  from  the  abyss  of  state-of-the-art  non-BDR  approaches,  is  the  social  and  mating 
impotence1. The roots of the problem lie in inappropriate preference for purely mind-based activities over 
the physical-based ones. Therefore, the idea of kalo kaghatos triplet, the body-mind-research grows in 
importance more  than ever.  SeBe 7.0,  as a  leading forum for  kalokaghatia,  will  focus  on  exploring, 
studying  and  shaping  relationships  between  three  important  essences  in  adaptive  systems:  people,  
knowledge, and beer.

CALL FOR BOTTLES
The autumn edition of the SeBe for the year 2012 welcomes and seeks for submissions and tutorials for 
the following tracks:

• Modern pentathlon
• Trippel jump
• Sprint 100 m
• Ale vault
• Wrestling

This edition is especially focused on (but not restricted to) physical and harmonic characteristics of beer 
rather  than  quantity.  We  encourage  the  BDR  practitioners  to  submit  bottles  of  unusual  physical 
characteristics or bottle combinations with harmonic characteristics.

IMPORTANT DATES
● October 20th 2012, 20:00, Submission start
● October 20th 2012, 20:00, Notification of acceptance

1 The beergebraic logic here is antisymmetric. The statement “the world looks nicer after me having a beer” does 
not automatically imply that “the complementary world perceives me nicer after me having a beer”. It rather 
implies that “the complementary world perceives me nice after all the members of the complementary world had 
a beer”. This, perhaps true, is impossible in praxis and remains a challenging task for future research.



PROGRAMME
19:30  SeBe 7.0: Piesok 2012 Opening Ceremony
19:35  BDR: Deeper Insight Into the Philosophy
19:45  Recommended Research Practices: Märzen
20:00  SeBe Submissions Line-Up
20:15  Olymbeer Games: Piesok 2012
20:45  Beerathon
23:59  Piesok 2012 Closing Ceremony
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Šimko, Marián, PhD., Ing.

SeBe 7.0 programme chair
Šimko, Jakub, Ing.

SeBe steering committee
Barla, Michal, PhD., Ing.
Šimko, Jakub, Ing.
Šimko, Marián, PhD., Ing.

    a part of previous SeBe submissions

“It is not fitting, when one is in Brewer's service, to have a gloomy face or a chilling look.”
- St. Franziskaner
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